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City of Nijmegen and

Arnhem-Nijmegen region: 

charging ahead with

zero-emission shipping on 

the Rhine-Alpine corridor
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Onshore power supply and the path towards 
zero-emission shipping

Nijmegen European Green Capital 2018



• Growing cities, shrinking villages
• Housing, industry and recreation along the river
• Economic importance but also environmental 

pressures of inland shipping (and transport in general)
• App 100,000 vessels sail by each year

Source: City Region Arnhem Nijmegen Source: City of Nijmegen

Our challenge: sustainable urbanization
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From our recent spatial development plan
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We choose for a compact dynamic city

Preservation of the surrounding landscape



ENGIE site: former coal-fired power station

Energy transition, Smart mobility, Circular economy
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European transport corridors attract logistics activities 



Sources of air pollution in Nijmegen

Inland navigation: app. 100,000 ships pass by every year

Household woodfiring causes ca. 10% PM10 and soot (EC)
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Action programme air quality 2020-2030

Towards healthier air quality 

Aim in line with Clean Air Agreement: 
• Meet WHO advisory values in 2030
• Achieve 50% health gain in 2030

29 existing and new measures including:
• Zero emission zone for city logistics in 2025
• Subsidies for clean vehicles for SMEs
• Admission to ports restricted for most 

polluting ships in 2025 (together with other 
cities incl. Rotterdam)

• Zero emission projects in inland navigation
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Local initiatives cleaner inland shipping

Having an impact on international IWT sector is difficult for a 
municipality. What we do nevertheless:

• Onshore power supply (OPS) for cruise and cargo ships on public quays; ban on 
generator use where OPS is available

• Environmental differentiation of port dues (based on Green Award)

• Licensed (bio-)LNG bunkering location for ships

• Participation in CLINSH (LIFE+ 2016-2021), Green Deal shipping (NL)

• Host of international conference Ports & the City 2018 during Green Capital year

• Resulting in Declaration of Nijmegen

• Cooperation with local companies for zero emission pilots

• Participation in pilot clean inland shipping (Clean Air Agreement)

• Energy Transhipment Hub Nijmegen
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Declaration of Nijmegen (2018)

Green Deal shipping and ports
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• The Declaration’s 19 subscribers (public & private) strive for common development of pilot 
projects for zero emission inland navigation - battery electric and hydrogen

• Aim and activities integrated in national Green Deal shipping and ports



ET-Hub project Nijmegen

Partners:
• Engie (energy company)
• BCTN (container terminal operator)
• Tharsis (ship owner)
• eL-Tec (electrotechnical expert)
• City of Nijmegen

Main objective:
• Testing and small-scale demonstration of a model for charging 

infrastructure and connectors for zero-emission inland 
navigation using exchangeable battery containers.

• Next phase:  also provide hydrogen containers
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Hydrogen for Rhine-Alpine corridor (RH2INE)

• Development of zero emission pilots for trucking/shipping along the Rhine-
Alpine corridor and directly to UK (sea-river shipping)

• Hydrogen for the Rhine-Alpine corridor is the ambition of RH2INE
▪ Rhine Hydrogen Integration Network of Excellence

▪ South-Holland, Gelderland, Dept. I&W, German State of NRW and market parties

• 31/01/2020 LoI with the goal to have at least 10 hydrogen fueled ships sailing on  
the Rhine/Waal in 2024 

• City of Nijmegen will join RH2INE to link the Energy Transhipment Hub 

• City will also mobilise local skippers, forwarders and carriers to switch to 
hydrogen vehicles and ships
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• First ideas for extending ET-Hub with H2-containers and H2-production 

• Master plan for future green port

▪ Integrated plan for the complete port and its activities

• Consortium being forged with 3 other ports and other partners 

• Deadline call 26 January 2021

EU Call Green Ports


